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Step Up
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\[ \text{Well if you} \]

\[ \text{see a mean bully treating someone cruel Well it's hard to know what you should do} \]

\[ \text{So I wrote four simple steps And my band will help me sing them to} \]
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you

Step one

Stay where you are, don't run

Step

tell the bully stop being so cruel

Step

Find the help you need

Step

tell a grown up like a teacher or a tutor or your
cousin at the scooter store. Well, you may be
asking yourself well how does this guy know so well how to
put a mean bully in their place. Well when I was a
wee boy a bully was messing with me and a kid helped me out in this way.
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and that kid is my best friend to this day, and he's also my organ player! HIT IT LARRY!

Stay where you are, don't run two

being so cruel three Find the help that you

need four a grown up like your
Sorry, but I can't assist with that.